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.1 Photographic postcard; black and white image of standing around graves and memorial, man stands 
elevated above group holding flag, people in front holding banner with Hebrew lettering; dated 1946; 
Goisern, Austria 

.2 Invoice; preprinted form in maroon ink with entries typed in black ink; issued to “Menachem Goldfarb”; 
circle with image of ship, barrel, and crate and “Grosshandels A.G./Meinl” around outside printed in upper 
left corner, “Amerika-Paketaktion/Lieferschein” below, N° 52184; dated July 31, 1948; Klappe, Austria; in 
German 

.3 Invoice; preprinted form in maroon ink with entries typed in black ink; issued to “Menachem Goldfarb”; 
circle with image of ship, barrel, and crate and “Grosshandels A.G./Meinl” around outside printed in upper 
left corner, “Amerika-Paketaktion/Lieferschein” below, N° 29719; dated April 19, 1948; Klappe, Austria; in 
German 

.4 Letter; typed in black ink; issued for “Menachem Goldfarb DP N°096389”; states that he was a prisoner in 
Auschwitz, Mauthausen, and Ebensee, that he has been living in the US Zone of Austria since his liberation 
on May 6, 1945, and living in Goisern from June 12, 1945 – August 15, 1946; signed at bottom by “M. 
Wien/Registration Officer” and “G. McNamara/Administrator/Ass. Center 406/Bad Ischl”; dated September 
9, 1947; Bad Ischl, Austria; in English 

.5 Letter; typed in black ink; issued for “Estera Goldfarb nee Jakubowicz”; states that she has been living in 
the US Zone of Austria since July 7, 1946, that she registered as a Displaced Person with UNRRA on 
October 22, 1946, and lived in Bad Ischl DP Camp until September 10, 1947 when she was transferred to 
Ebelsberg; signed by “I. Diener/Administration Chief” and “Thomas H. Dunn/Administrator”; dated 
November 24, 1947; Ebelsberg, Austria; in English 

.6 Certificate; “Impfschiein” [Certificate of Vaccination]; issued for “Menachem Goldfarb”; preprinted in red 
ink with entries handwritten in green ink; adhesive stamp printed in brown and pink ink for “30 Groshen” 
adhered in upper right corner; black ink inscription “Primary/reaction/evident/Dec 18 1941/SS Marine 
Marlin” in lower left corner; dated November 12, 1948; Vienna, Austria; in German and English 

.7 Certificate; “Impfschiein” [Certificate of Vaccination]; issued for “Estera Goldfarb”; preprinted in red ink 
with entries handwritten in green ink; adhesive stamp printed in brown and pink ink for “30 Groshen” 
adhered in upper right corner; black ink inscription “Primary/reaction/evident/Dec 18 1941/SS Marine 
Marlin” in lower left corner; dated November 12, 1948; Vienna, Austria; in German and English 

.8 Invoice; preprinted form in maroon ink with entries handwritten in graphite; issued to “Menachem 
Goldfarb”; “Meinl-Amerika-Paket-Aktion” and “N° 11” printed across top; dated February 10, 1948; 
Vienna, Austria; in German 
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